
BFY 2012 Session XV “Breakout Discussions I” 

Bio-related instructional labs in Physics  

 

About 15 people attended.  The meeting began with all attendees briefly introducing themselves 

by name, institution, and interest/reason for attending in the session.  This information revealed 

various levels of interest and prior experience:  Several in attendance were relatively experienced 

and had prior research and/or teaching experience; some had no experience but expressed being 

curious about the field and trying to learn more about the nature of the experiments; some were 

looking at expanding their home university departments in the Biophysics area. 

 

The first main topic of discussion question was: What are some labs others have done in 

Biophysics (or bio-related area).  Some responses included: 

 

* DNA electrophoresis and migration of polymers through a gel matrix 

* Optical tweezers for studying mechanical properties of biomolecules 

* Fluorescence microscopy/photon counting with applications to kinetics of RNA and DNA 

 

Regarding the first point above, there was some discussion as to the requisite materials and 

suppliers (e.g., where one purchases biomolecules and gel matrix substrate).  There was also 

some detailed experiential wisdom shared regarding how to best construct an instructional lab 

using electrophoresis.  This led to some further discussion regarding exploring the physics of 

polymers/biomolecules migration through a gel matrix.  This last point led to a broader 

discussion of the intrinsic value to Physics of doing experiments in/related to Biology.   

 

Two schools of thought were briefly outlined: 

1. That bio-related problems should inherently be related to major principles in physics 

(e.g., “Can one employ the concept of entropy while studying genetics?”).  The 

implication was that a little bit of biology could be injected into a physics curriculum.   

2. That physical principles and standard physics tools (SEM, AFM, optical phenomena) can 

be used to study problems that are intrinsically meaningful to biology (e.g., 

understanding the optical properties of beetle shells can be closely related to the 

physiological structure of them).  The implication was that bio-related physics problems 

might be most meaningful as a truly interdisciplinary discipline, lying at the middle of 

both traditional fields. 

 

Following this discussion point, some more examples areas of study/possible labs were 

mentioned, including: 

* Studying phase transitions and system synchronization of circadian clocks in yeast and bacteria 

using fluorescence/optical methods 

* Exploring the optical properties of mantis shrimp retina (they can see circularly polarized light, 

the only known organism in the animal kingdom that can do so).  Such explorations could entail 

computation lab work and experiments with typical lab bench optics (assuming one can obtain 

samples of the retina) 

* Exploring optical properties of mimic octopods (SEM can be used to study protein plate 

structure leading to thin film/optical stack interference). 

The session was thus concluded. 


